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Abstract 
In this note we will obtain some lower bounds for the Ramsey numbers rk(l;r), where rk(l;r ) is 
the least positive integer nsuch that for every coloring of the k-element subsets of an n-element 
set with r colors there always exists an/-element set, all of whose k-element subsets are colored 
the same. In particular, improving earlier results of Hirschfeld and complementing results of 
Erd6s, Hajnal and Rado, we will show for r>~ 3 that rk(l;r), l>~k+ l, grows like a tower, while 
determining the growth of rk(k+ 1;2) remains a problem. 
1. Introduction 
The Ramsey number k(l; r) is the least positive integer n such that all r-colorings of 
In] k, the collection of all k-sets in [hi = { 1, 2 ..... n}, admit a monochromatic/-set, an 
/-element subset of [n] all of whose k-sets are the same color. Let 
2 ~ 
tk(X ) = 2 2 
be a tower function with (k - 1) 2's. For general bounds on the Ramsey numbers rk(l; r) 
the following is known: 
Theorem 1 (Erd6s and Rado [4], Erdfs  et al. [2] ). Let  k, 1, r be positive integers. Then 
there exist positive constants Ck, Ck, d~k such that 
rk(l; r) <~ tk(C~k × l) 
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and for r>~4 and l>~lo(k), 
rk(l; 2)/> tk- l(ck x 12), 
rk(l; r)>~tk(~ ×I). 
In the statement of Theorem 1 both lower bounds require that l is sufficiently large. 
For small values of I (l<<.lo(k)) and particular values of r Hirschfeld obtained the 
following lower bound for rk(l; r) : 
Theorem 2 (Hirschfeld [8] ). Let k, l, r be positive integers with r>~2 and k<l. Then 
f 
rk(l; r2r+ 1)~>(/-- 1) × r"" , 
where there are k r's in the tower. 
For r = 2 he inferred that rk(k + 1; 17)>~ tk(2). Here we investigate the numbers rk(l; r) 
for general values of I and r. In particular, we obtain for the lower bounds 
of rk(l;r) tower functions whenever r>~3, or r=2,1>~k+2. In contrast to 
Theorem 1 our results do not require that l is sufficiently large. 
2. Shift graphs 
Given a directed graph D = (V, A), the shift graph 6D of D has vertex set A and arcs 
all ordered pairs ((a,b), (b,c)) such that (a,b), (b,c) cA (taking D to be loopless). Let 
x(D) be the chromatic number of D. 
Lemma 1 (Harner and Entringer [7], Erd6s and Hajnal [1]). For a directed graph D, 
.< t 
Define iterated shift graphs in the obvious way: 6°D=D,~ID=6D and 
6kD = 6(~ k- 1D) for k ~> 1. 
Lemma 2. For a directed graph D, if z(D ) <~ 4 then X(02D) ~<3. 
Proof. Suppose that c: V~[4]  is a good vertex coloring of D =(V, A). Define a vertex 
coloring ~ of 6ZD by 
[c(y) if c(y) ~ 4, 
d((x, y), (y, z))= [ iE[4]- -  {c(x), c(y), c(z)}; if c(y)=4. 
It is easy to check that this is a good 3-coloring of the vertices of 62D. [] 
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Let K, denote the directed graph on [n] with arcs all (i, j) such that i<j, and let 
Di=fiK. .  If we alter the usual notation to let In] k stand for the set of all k-tuples 
(xl, xz ..... Xk) with xl < xz <"" < Xk, then the vertex set of Dk- 1 is [n] k and the arc set 
of Dk- 1 consists of all pairs ((xl, x2 . . . . .  Xk), (X2, X3 . . . . .  Xk+ 1)) from [n] k. Also, we use 
{xl, xz . . . . .  Xk}< to mean X l<X2<'"<Xk.  
For this section, we let s(k, r )= rk(k + 1; r). 
Lemma 3. l f  n >~s(k, r) then Z(Dk_l)>r. 
Proof. An r-coloring of the vertices of Dk-  1 is an r-coloring of In] k. As n >~ s(k, r) there 
is a monochromatic  (k+ 1)-element set {xb x2, . . . ,  xk+l}<. Then ((xl, x2 . . . . .  XR), 
(X2, X3 . . . . .  XR+ X)) is an arc of D k_ 1 with both vertices the same color. [] 
The following sequence of binomial coefficients is used in a couple of our lower 
bounds: t(1, r)=r and for positive integers k>~2, 
{ t(k -- 1), r)"~ t(k,r)=~L , ,7 , ,  ) j j .  (1) 
Theorem 3. l f  r>~4 then s(k,r)>t(k,r).  
Proof. Let n=s(k,r). By Lemma 3, X(Dk 1)>r=t(1,r).  We apply (k-- l )  times the 
upper bound in Lemma 1, obtaining this sequence of implications: 
Z(Si (K. ) )>t(k- i ,  r) ~ z ( f i - l (K . ) )>t (k - i+  1, r) 
for i = k -  1, k - 2 . . . . .  1. Thus, 
n=z(K. )=Z(6°(K , ) )>t(k ,  r). [] 
Remark 1. For fixed r, the function t(k, r) grows like a tower of exponentials of height 
k. By (1), for j=  1, 2 . . . . .  k -  1 there are constants Q,r, 1 <c j . r<2,  where 
t(j + 1, r~=c z.~j'') ! J , r  
and, thus 
.ct 
t(k, _ ci, 2,. r) - Ck- 1,,. (2) 
One can show that he sequence 
is increasing with 
lim Q,, = lim { t(k, r) ~ 1,,) 
,~o ~oo tL~J J  =2. (3) 
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So, for example, 
(42)' cj,4>~ 4> 1.5 
and we infer from (2) that 
.1.,"- (4) 
t(k, 4)>1.5 1'5" 
where there are k -  1 1.5's in the tower in the RHS of (4). For r >4, all entries in the 
tower can be replaced by (k,72j) 1/r and 4 by r. Moreover, for k large, by (2) and (3), we 
can further enlarge the entries with a sequence that tends to 2. 
We show that our bounds are better than those of Hirschfeld given in Theorem 2 by 
proving the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 
..r 
t(k, r2r+ 1)>k × r '  
with k r's in the tower for all k, r>~2. 
(5) 
Proof. To do this we simplify the situation by recalling (2), the fact that {c j.,} increases 
with j for fixed r, and that 
c _ [ r  + I  ~,=,+1>_ 
cs,.,~> , , . , -  t.L.~.; ~/ )  ~ >1.8, 
where r '= r2"+ 1. So, to verify (5) it is enough to prove the claim below. [] 
For a, ceR and k~7/, all positive, let 
• c a 
T(c, k, a)= c c" 
with k c's in the tower. 
Claim 1. For all integers k, r>~2 and reals c>~ 1.5 
T(c ,k - l , rZr+ l) >kx  T ( r ,k - l , r ) .  (6) 
Proof. We use two facts. 
(i) For all c~,c>~1.5,  and for all a,b~7/,a,b>~2, 
T(c, k, a + b)>~ T(c, k, a) • T(c, k, b). 
(ii) For all c~,  c~> 1.5, and for all k, r~7/, k, r~>2, 
T(c, k - 1, kr z) >~ T(r, k -  1, r). 
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It is easy to show (i). To verify (ii) we use induction on k. For k = 2, we have 
T(r, 1, r) = r' < c 2r1 = T(c, 1, 2r2). 
For k>2,  
T(r, k, r )=rT( r 'k -  l ' r )=(c l °gcr )T ( r ' k -  l"r) < cl°gcr x T(c,k-  l ,kr  2) by (ii). 
As 
logo r x T(c, k-  1, kr2)< T(c, k-  1, r 2) x T(c, k -  1, kr 2) 
<~T(c ,k - l , (k+ l )  r 2) by(i), 
we have 
T(r, k, r)<crtc'k- l'~k+ l~'2)= T(c, k, (k + 1) r2). 
Thus (ii) is shown. 
Turning to Claim 1, by (i) and (ii) with c ~> 1.5 we infer that 
k x T(r, k -  1,r)<~k x T(c, k -  1, kr 2) 
< T(c, k -  1, k) x T(c, k -  1, kr 2) 
<~ T(c, k-  1, k(r2+ 1)). 
When k<~r, the inequality k ' ( r2+ 1)~<r2r+ 1 holds, so that (6) is verified for k<<.r. 
To complete the proof of Claim 1, we show that if k ~> r then (6) holding for k implies 
that (6) holds for (k+ 1). It is easiest o first note that 
C ~ T(c 'k - l ' r2r+ 1) 
~/ /  >(1.06) Ttc'k-l''2r+l' as c~> 1.5, rl/k<~v/2. 
> 1 + 0.06 × T(c, k-  1, 17) 
>~k+l. (7) 
The last inequality is obtained by iterated use of c x >/2x for x t> 8, c > x/~. 
We infer that 
(k + 1) x T (r, k, r) = (k + 1 ) x r r~,, k - a, ,) < (k + 1 ) x r ~ 1/k) × r~c, k- 1. ,2r + 1~. 
where the last inequality follows by our induction assumption (6). Continuing with the 
inference, (7) implies that 
(k + 1) x r 1/k × r{c, k- 1, r 2" + 1) < cT(c, a - 1, r 2r + 1) = T(c, k, r 2r --F- 1)  
finishing the argument. 
Notice that our arguments imply that 
. l .8 r2r  + 1 
rk(k + 1; r)~> 1.81'8" 
(with (k -  1) 1.8's in the tower), while Hirschfeld's lower bound is less than the same 
tower with 1.5 in place of 1.8. 
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Theorem 4. For k >12, s (k, 3) > t (k - 2, 4). 
Proof. With n = s(k, 3) we have Z(Dk_ i ) > 3, by Lemma 3. Apply Lemma 2 and obtain 
that ~(6k-3K, ) > 4. Now apply Lemma 1 (k--3) times, as in the proof of Theorem 3, to 
conclude that 
n=z(K. )=Z(6°K. )>t(k-2 ,4) .  [] 
Actually, the proofs show more than stated in the theorems. Let gk denote the 
graph composed of an adjacent pair in 6 k-l(K.) ; that is, gk is isomorphic to 
{{x,,x2 . . . . .  Xk}<, {Xz, X3 ..... Xk+,}<}. Let ht(k;gk) denote the least positive 
integer n such that for every coloring A:[n]k--*[t] there exists a monochromat ic  
copy of 8k. 
Theorem 5. Let k, r be positive integers with k >~ 2. Then 
hr(k;o~k)>b(k,r) for r~>4, 
h3(k; gk) > b(k-- 2, 4), 
h 2 (k; 8k)-G< 2k + 1. 
Proof. The first two inequalities follow from the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, cf. 
Remark 1. In order to prove h2(k;o~k)<~2k+l, let A: [2k+ 13k--,[23 be a coloring. 
Consider the following two sequences of k-element sets: 
(i) {1,2 . . . . .  k}, {2, 3 . . . . .  k, k+2},  {3, 4 . . . . .  k ,k+2,  k+3} .. . . .  {k+2,  k+3 .. . . .  
2k+l}, 
(ii) {1,2 . . . . .  k}, {2, 3 . . . . .  k+ l} ,  {3,4 . . . . .  k+2} . . . . .  {k+l ,k+2 . . . . .  2k}. 
If among the sequences given in (i) or (ii) there exist two consecutive sets, which are 
colored the same, then these form a monochromat ic  copy of O~k. So assume that this is 
not the case, i.e. the sets in both sequences are colored alternately by colors 1 and 2. 
The first sets are identical, in particular, they are colored the same. Hence the last sets 
{k+2, k+3 . . . . .  2k+ 1} and {k+ 1, k+2 . . . . .  2k} are colored the same and both form 
a monochromat ic  copy of o~k. [] 
3. Bounds for rk (!; r) 
Let us now consider lower bounds for general Ramsey numbers rk(l; r). We repeat 
that Theorem 1 provides lower bounds which are towers for l>~lo(k), while the 
approach here makes no such assumption. For l sufficiently large, our bounds 
(Theorem 6) are not an improvement on those given in Theorem 1. For instance, for 
r=2,  Theorem 1 gives T(2, k -2 ,  CkXl2), while we obtain a lower bound 
T(c, k -2 ,  l--k + 2) with c slightly less than 2. 
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Say that a directed graph D has P(l, r) (r, l ~> 2) if for every r-coloring of the arcs of 
D there is a monochromatic,  directed/-vertex path in D. 
Proposition 2. For all r, 1>~2 and for all directed graphs D, if D has P(l,r) then 
z(D)>~(1-- 1) Lr/z J+ I. 
Remark 2. The result is not best possible, at least when r is odd, but it suffices here. 
Also, we cannot improve the result too substantially since straightforward arguments 
show that 
if z(D)>>,(I- 1)*+ 1 then D has P(I, r). 
Proof. Suppose that D has vertex set V and arc set A, that z(D)<~(I - ly /ZJ  
and that c is a good coloring of the vertices of D with range 
{(al, a2 . . . . .  aL,/2j) lale{1,2 . . . . .  1-1}}. Define ( / -1 )  graphs on V by parti- 
tioning A as follows: for (u,v) cA, let (u,v) eAi if and only if 
c(u)=(a~, az . . . . .  aw/zj), c(v)=(bl, b2 . . . . .  bLr/Z j) and i is the least positive integer 
(1 <~i<~Lr/2J) such that alq:b~. 
We 2-color the arcs of Di=(V, Ai) as follows: for (u,v)eAi, 
i if ai > bi, 
c*= i* if ai<bi. 
Let c*:A--*{i , i* [ i=l ,  2 . . . . .  Lr/2J} be the union of these colorings. Then a c*- 
monochromatic,  directed/-vertex path in D would be a c*-monochromatic  path in D~, 
for some i, which is obviously not possible. 
We use the notation T(c,k,a) for towers and Ck,r for constants, as defined in the 
preceding section. 
Theorem 6. For all integers k, r >~ 2 and 1 >~ k + 1, 
rk(l; r)>~ T(c, k-2 ,  ( l - k+ 1)Lr/2] + 1), 
where c = c 1. (~ - k + 1 ~'~z3. 
Proof. Let n=rk(l; r). We show first that 6k-2(Kn)  has P( l -k+2,  r). Let us r-color the 
arcs of 6 k- 2(K,); this induces an r-coloring of [n] k since each arc of this graph is of the 
form ((xl, x2 . . . . .  Xk-1), (X2, X3 . . . . .  Xk)) with xl <x2<""  <Xk. By definition of n, 
there exists an/-set  x~ <x2 < ..- <x~ all of whose k-subsets are the same color. Thus 
( (x l ,  x2 . . . . .  xk 1), (x2, x3 . . . . .  x~) . . . . .  (x~_~+~, x~-~+3 . . . . .  x~)) 
is a monochromatic,  directed ( l -k  + 2)-vertex path in ~k-2(K,).  This establishes that 
6k-2(K,) has P( l -k+2,  r). 
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By Proposit ion 2, 
Z(bk-2(Kn) )>/ ( l -k+ 1)Lr/2/-k - 1. 
Using Lemma 1, we have 
\ 
L  t-k+llL" '+l J) 
~(((~k-3(Kn))~ [ ! l - k+ 1)kr /2 Jq  - 1 
2 
(/ k+ 1)Lri2J+ 1 
=C 
1,[/-k + I )L ' /2 J-~ - 1" 
Proceeding with Lemma 1 (k -3 )  more times, with attention to Remark 1, we infer 
that 
rk(l;r)=n=z(K,)>~ T(c, k -2 , ( l -k  + 1)Lr/23+ 1) 
with C:CI,(I_k+I)L,,2A+I. [] 
Remark 3. Theorem 6 yields a tower of height (k - 2) as a lower bound for the Ramsey 
number rk(l; 2) topped by (1 - k + 2), provided that 1/> k + 2. With this observation and 
Theorem 3, we have towers for all but the case rk(k+l;2). Section 4 
deals with this case. 
4. Two-colorings 
The shift graph approach cannot be applied when r=2 - -  there is no analog of 
Lemma 2 with 2 in place of 3. However, we can obtain an exponential lower bound for 
s(k, 2) using the Erd6s Lovfisz local lemma, as follows. 
Theorem 7. For k>>.2, s(k, 2)>(2k-2 - -2 ) / (k+ 1)+k+ 1. 
Let a l l ,  ~2 . . . . .  d~ m be events in a probabil ity space f2. A graph G on [m] is 
a dependency graph of {~¢i} 1 ~<i~<,, if for all i, the event ~¢~ is mutual ly independent of 
{~/j[{i,j}q~E(G) }. 
Lemma 4. (Erd6s and Lov•sz [3]). Let s/1, d?J2 . . . . .  ~glra be events with Prob (di)<<.p 
for all i and with dependency graph G of maximum degree d. I f4 × p x(d+ 1)< l, then 
Prob (A7=1 ~71) > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let n<<.(2k-2-2)/(k+l)+(k+l). Color In] k red and blue 
independently, each k-set with probabil ity ½. Let ~' i  (1 <<.i<~m=(k7l)) be the event 
that the ith (k + 1) -set is monochromatic.  The resulting dependency graph is regular of 
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degree d=(k+ l) (n - (k+ 1)) . Moreover, Prob (d l )=p= 1/2 k for all i, so 
4×p×(d+l )=~×(k+l )×\  ~-1  +(k+l ) - (k+l )+k+l  
2 k -2 -  l 
-- <1 .  2 k 2 
Thus, Lemma 4 shows that Prob (A~'= lag/)>0, that is, that there exists a coloring 
of [n] k with two colors admitting no monochromatic (k+ 1)-set. 
In view of the substantial gap between the exponential lower bound for s(k, 2) and 
the tower for s(k,r), r>>.3 (see Remark 1), it would be of considerable interest o 
determine the order of growth of s(k, 2)= rk(k + 1; 2). 
5. Stepping down 
The relation (,) N--+(1)~ usually implies N--+(1)~' for u ~<s. However, for small values 
of l (the case studied in the previous section) this implication does not need to be 
always true. For example, 13--,(4) 3, while 17+-,(4)2 2, c.f. [6, 9]. On the other hand, it is 
easy to see that N++(1)~' implies N++(l+s-u)*, for u<~s. Here we give a sufficient 
condition to satisfy implication (,). 
Let X be an/-element set. For nonnegative integers u, s with 0 ~< u ~< s~< l define the 
1 I (s) × (u) inclusion matrix Ids, u) with the rows indexed by the set of all s-element 
subsets of X and the columns indexed by the set of all u-element subsets of X. For 
subsets F, Gc_X with [ F[=s and [G[=u the general entry e(F, G) of the matrix Iris, u) 
is given by 
G)=S1 if F~_G, 
e(F ,  
if F~C.  
For primes p let rankp(lz(s, u)) denote the rank of It(s, u) over the field GF(p). We 
will make use of the following rank-formula given by Wilson. 
Theorem 8 (Wilson [10] ). Let p be a prime and let l, u,s be nonnegative integers with 
u4s  and l>~u+s. Then 
(/'l) 
where 
S= O<.i<~slp /( u--i " 
For a proof of this result compare also [_5]. Notice, that for primes p with p > s we 
have in (9) S = {0, 1 .. . . .  s}, hence 
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Corollary 1 (Wilson [10]). Let p be a prime and let l,u,s be nonnegative integers 
satisfying O <~ u <~ s < p and u + s <~ l. Then 
rankp(Ii(s, u))= (~), 
i.e. the matrix It(s, u) has full rank. 
Theorem 9. Let  p be a prime and let l, u, s be nonnegative integers atisfying 0 <. u <~ s < p 
and u + s <~ l. Then for every positive integer N it is valid that 
N+-,(l)~ ~ N+-,(l)~. (lo) 
Proof. Consider a good coloring c : [N]"~7',  (Z~= {0, 1 ... . .  p-- 1 }), i.e. c admits no 
monochromatic/-set. Define a coloring g : [N]S~Zp of the s-element subsets of IN] by 
d(S)= ZL,~Esy, c(U) for sets Se[N]  s. 
If d is not a good coloring of IN] s, then there exists an/-set A and somejeZp with 
d(S)=j for every S~[A] s. 
Consider the submatrix IAs, u) of I.(s, u) given by those rows and columns of I.(s, u) 
indexed by subsets of A. Then 
T . . • T 
I a(S , U) X (c (A1) ,c (A2)  . . . . .  c(A(~))) ~-(J , J  . . . . .  ))(~), 
where [A]"={A,, Az . . . . .  A(,)}. 
On the other hand 
(:t IA(S,U)× X , J× ' ' " ' J×  =(J'J ' ' '"J)(D" T 
gives a solution, as (~)~0 (mod p). By Corollary i the matrix IA(s, u) has full rank, 
which implies c(Ai) =j x (us)- 1 for i= 1, 2 . . . . .  (,t,). But this contradicts that c is a good 
coloring of IN] ~. [] 
Remark 4. The above statement (10) is perhaps true under more general conditions 
and the assumption p being a prime greater than s might be omitted. Our approach, 
however, does not allow proving such stronger statements. 
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